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FSA
meets
to share
ideas
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South Pasadena declared itselfa cussfree zoneWednesday.The proclamation
will be in effect until Friday and then the
first week of every March hereafter.
Maypr Michael Cacciotti said of his city's
proclamation designating the first week
of March as No Cussing Week,"lt provides
us areminder to be more civil.•."
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SHAHDAI RICHARDSON
Staff Writer
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TIME TO TAKE
ONE LAST

LAP ·

George Helms had tickets for last
weekend's NASCAR race in las Vegas but
died before he got to use them. He still
made itto the track,though.At 6-foot-5
and 400 pounds, Helms wouldn't have
been able to fit into a race car.But after his
death, loved ones decided to fulfill his
dream,and arranged for his ashes to be
driven around the track.

'Rolling Stones of
activists' speak
CHRISTINE HARPER
Contributing Writer

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN SELF-DEFENSE
TECHNIQUES TODAY IN
THE STUDENT UNION
Volunteer UCF will be presenting
Rghting Domestic Violence tonight
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Room 220 ofthe
Student Union.The dass will be taught
by Stephen Nordlinger and will be
hands on.The dass is free for students.
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LOCAL &STATE, A2

. SENATE VOTES TO CUT
$500 MILLION FROM
CURRENT BUDGET
State spending this year would be
about a half billion dollars less than
planned under a bill the Senate
passed. With Florida's economy in a
tailspin and residents not spending
money, incoming taxes are expected
to be about 13 percent lower this year.

COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jennifer Baumgardner (left) and Amy Richards speak to a group of students Tuesday about the "women .
ofthe third-wave movement" and their ability to be "girly" while still holding their feminist ideals.

feminism, (n)
1. Belief in the social, political
and economic equality of
the sexes.
2. The movement organized
around this belief.

Can I be a feminist and date men, shave
and love Valentine's Day?
According to feminist activists and
authors Amy Richards and Jennifer Baumgardner, the answer to that question is yes.
The question was also the ti~le of the
presentation hosted by the ~omen's Stu~ies Department and the National Orgamzation of Women 'o n Tuesday.
·
At the presentation in the Cape Florida
Ballroom of the Student Union, Richards
and Baumgardner, co-authors of Grass-

roots: A Field Guide for Feminist Activism
and Manifesta: Young Women, Feminism,
and the Future, discus.s ed their personal
backgrounds, the evolution of feminism
and how the role of feminists in society
has changed.
Unlike second-wave feminism, which is
closely associated with the equality-driven
feminists of the '60s and '70s, women of
the third-wave movement are allowed to
be themselves and feminists at the same
time, the authors said.
"I think our generation can say more
confidently, 'Yes, I'm a feminist, and I have
problems with feminism,"' Richards said.
One problem feminists might confidently discuss is the ever-present stereo-
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SMALL BOMB DAMAGES
TIMES SQUARE ARMED
FORCES STATION
Asmall bomb caused minor damage
to an empty military recruiting station
in Times Square early Thursday,
shaking guests in hotel rooms high
above "the crossroads ofthe world."
The blast happened around 3:45 a.m.
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Conference introduces girls to science
MEGAN SPEER
Staff Writer

.(\. group of 240 middleschool girls visited UCF on
. March 1 to see for 'themselves that science doesn't
have to be a man's world.
The Expanding Your
Horizons conference, which
is in its 22nd year at UCF, is
designed to reverse the
trend that makes women a
minority in science and
math-related fields such as
engineering. The conference aims to dissolve the
misconception that women
aren't suited for those

EXPANDING YOUR HORIZONS
The EYH Network (formerly the Math/Science Network),started in 1974 as an
informal group of women scientists and educators in the San Francisco Bay Area
who were concerned about low female participation in math courses.They began
planning coordinated efforts to strengthen their individual programs and establish
mutual support on a volunteer basis.

careers that are stereotypically masculine, and it does
so by focusing on girls while
they are young, between
sixth and eighth grade.
'½. lot of girls aren't aware
of the opportunities," said
Jackie Sullivan, an_ environ-

mental e~gineer who is codirecting the event for the
second year. "They think,
'Oh, engineering, _that's for
guys only. ...' That's just not
true. That's what we're trying to expose them to.'' '
The conference Saturday

was sponsored by the College of Engineering and featured workshops that taught
the girls engineering concepts and problem-solving
skills through fun activities.
A career panel of professional women presented
themselves to the group as
role models and mentors,
and a tour of the labs in the
College of Optics and Photonics provided the girls
with a glimpse into the
exciting future of technology.
The UCF College ofEngiPLEASE SEE

TV ON AS

The Florida Student Association held a board and general meeting Saturday to
exchange thoughts about the
possible change of the Bright
Futures scholarship and other
issues that affect Florida students and their colleges.
At the meeting, FSA discussed internal issues of their
organization, the election
processes on campuses and
legislative issues,
FSA is an organization of
student leaders from every
college in Florida. Members
include Brandie Hollinger
and the student body president of the University of
Florida, Ryan Moseley. Moseley is · also the chairman of
FSA
"It is a good experience for _
students because you get to
see what other campuses are
doing,'' Hollinger said. "What
a lot of students take from
FSA is the exchange of ideas
with other campuses to make
student govenµnent and lobbying for students more effective."
The meeting began. with
Moseley going over what
would be discussed as well as
what had been discussed the
day before in a meeting about
the Bright Futures Scholarship. ·
Moseley explained how
PLEASE SEE

BRIGHT ON A6

·Meal
talks not
kosher
in Senate
JAKE BRIDGES
Staff Writer

The saga of a proposed
kosher meal plan took a twist
this week as the original resolution calling for more kosher
options on campus was
officially split in two.
The original resolution,
penned by Student Govern- .
ment Association Sen. Justin
Martineau and Deputy Pro
Tempore .Austin Smith,
passed a crucial second reading and vote at last week's
Senate meeting and . now
awaits only one more reading
before being delivered to the
desk of President John Hitt.
However, Vice President
Logan Berkowitz and Deputy
Pro Tempore Andrew Johnson have officially proposed
their own version of the resolution, which is backed by
Jewish student organization
Chabad.
Chabad originally requestPLEASE SEE

BOTH ON A6
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AROUND

·CAMPUS
News and noticesfor
the UCF community

Learn self-defense techniques
Volunteer UCF will be presenting Fighting Domestic Violence tonight from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. in Room 220 of the Student
Union.
Toe class will be taught by
Stephen Nordlinger and will be
hands on. The class is free and
food will be provided. Those
who are interested need to
RSVP to Avery Garrabrant at
vucf_domestic@mail.uc£edu.

Radio club to hold meeting today
The Amateur Radio Club
will be holding a meeting ,,
today from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in Room 456A of the Engineering Building.
As a member of the club,
students will learn to build
antennas and radio from
scratch and will be able to get a
radio license. For more information
contact
ssd.arc@mmae.ucf.edu.

Stress seminar begins Tuesday
Healtli Services is holding a
stress seminar Tuesd~y from
2:30 p.m. to_3:30 p.m. in the
Conference Room in the
Recreation and Wellness Center.
The seminar help students
effectively handle stress and
use it to their advantage.
The session is free to all students. For more information
visit
http://www.hs.uc£edu/events/
events.html.

LOCAL ·
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you.m ay have missed

Senate votes to cut $500 million
from current state budget
TALLAHASSEE - State
spending this year would be
about a half billion dollars
less than planned under a bill
the Senate passed Tp.ursday.
With Florida's economy in
a tailspin and residents not
spending money; incoming
taxes are expected to be about
13 percent lower this year
than what legislators initially
expected to have when they
wrote the budget last year.
Senators passed the $503.3
million reduction in the current yeax:'s approximately $70
billion budget to bring state
spending in line with lowertlian-expected tax collections.
The House passed its
budget-cutting proposal a day
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.

Take a look into what your peers are doing over their vacation
Breaking a three-year tradition of
spending break with her friends from
Illinois, Ashley Walker will be devoting
the majority of her time to last-minute
graduation preparations.
Walker, a forensic science major, will
be shadowing crime scene investigators at the Orange .County Sheriffs
office to get a few hours cl9ser to meeting her 400.:.hour internship requir!;!ment.
When she's not interning or working in the UCF Student Union, Walker
plans to go to Sea World with her roommate, who works at the park She is also
looking forward to at least one beach
day over the weekend
"This year will be very relaxed," she
said.
- JENNIFER'ROSS, CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Tried and true with a twist is what
Steven Oudit is shooting for this spring
break
.
Four days and three nights are on tap
for Oudit and his friends on Sugarloaf
Key in the lower Florida Keys. The
twist? Instead of staying in a hotel or
house, he's going camping.
A cheaper alternative with all of the
same benefits, Oudit is looking forward
to playing some beach soccer and
cricket along with spending time snorkeling and possibly renting some jet
skis, but overall, he wants to "just chill"
and enjoy some time with his friends
· on Florida's islands.
- GRANT GENTRY, CONTRIBUTING WRITER

MegaCon returns to town March 7-9,
giving attendees the chance to enter
· gaming, cosQ.UD.e and art contests and
attend mini-seminars conducted by scifl and comic book experts.
.
The convention will be taking
place at the Orange County Convention Center, Hall SB. Tick. ets at·the door are $24 for a
single day and $55 for all
three days but can also
be purchased in
advance at Coliseum of Comics and
Cloak and Dagger ·
for a few dollars
less.
The event will
showcase a bevy of
sci-fl celebrities and
Happi Paper, the
world's largest and
friendliest roll of
dancingtoiletpapet

i

He said the most exciting part of his
Spring Break will be the weekend his
family spends in Key West. There they
will hang out on their boat and go deepsea fishing.
"I'm so sick of school," he said. "I
can't wait to just get away."
-JASON CROOK, CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Marcel Myrick has no definite plans
except for going home to Jacksonville
on Friday.
"Depending on my finances," Myrick
said ''I may go to Mississippi to visit my
friend Justin or go to Fort Lauderdale
with Ashley."
Either way, he said he looks forward
to escaping school and reading, though
he says he'll probably still end up reading.
If stuck in Jacksonvi,lle, he plans on
spending his time at the Cumberland
Museum of Art.
"It's interesting to see the new collections," Myrick said, "and it has a garden in the back that's probably what the
Garden of Eden would look like."
- DINA DIB, CONTRIBUTING WRITER

NASA's week-long space academy for
Spring Break The academy activities
will take place at the Kennedy Space
Center.
"I'm mainly doing this because I
want that to be my career; to work at
NASA," Hrrst said "I've always had that
dream since I was real little, so I'm trying to go after it."
- SHAHDAI RICHARDSON, STAFF WRITER

One student will spend her Spring
Break in New Orleans, rebuilding
homes destroyed by Hurricane Katrina
instead of relaxing at home or on the
beach.
Caridad
Cruz,
a
junior ·
interdisciplinary studies major on the
women's studies track, is heading to
New Orleans as part ofUCF's Alternative Spring Break program. She will be
with one of two groups ofstudents that
m,ake the trip. These groups will be
rebuilding homes and helping with
anything else that needs to be done.
"I'm really excited," she said "I really like volunteer work, and I would
rather be doing this than anything else."
- ERIC FERSHTMAN, CONTRIBUTINGWRITER

Jeff Duke, a professor from UCF's
Sports and Fitness Department, said he
would be camping with friends. He
said they plan to kayak from Stephen
Foster Folk Culture Center State Park to the Suwannee River State Park
He called it an "active vacation" and
said that it was better than a passive
vacation because· the latter allowed
him to eat too much. He said being out- .
doors and seeing the beauty of what
God created is amazing. He also said he
enjoys the company.
"There will be many stories told,''
he said, "some of them truths."
-CAlnlN BAmRSBY,
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sophomore Ni'Kesia Pannell said
she will spend her Spring Break working and enjoying the absence of classes.
Pannell works downtown at the
Orlando Regional Medical Center as
an HIM Analyst One. Her job is to
retrieve files for doctors, sh~ said
''You would think my job is more
important than it is because of the title
they gave me," Pannell said.
Pannell also said she plans to take a
trip to Daytona Beach. She said her
friend is a Florida State University fra:ternity member who intends to hold a
get-together at a hotel on the beach, a
true Spring Break tradi~on.
- STEPHANIE SHIVE, CONTRIBUTINGWRITER

Freshman
Stephen
_
Hirst will
· enjoy rockets,

- MEGAN PRATT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Ben Stewart, a
· sophomore
accounting major at
UCF, doesn't have
any big plans, he
said he's perfectly happy relaxing with · robots ,and research at a NASA
academy in Cape Canaveral.
his family at home in Weston.
"I'm going to att~d the NASA Space
"I can't wait to see my family," Stewart said. "I haven't seen them since Florida Academy Workshop, which is
basically comprised of some research
Christmas."
He said he plans to go home Friday projects and activities that pertain to
and unwind during the week by playing engineering,'' said Hirst, one of the 18 to
19 undergraduate students attending
golf with his dad and younger brother.

Nicole Charlock is protesting the
Iraq War in Washington, D.C., during
Spring Break with CodePink: Women
for Peace.
Protesting and
marching may not
be typical, but for
Charlock, work- .
ing toward creating change is
something she's
excited to do.
Charlock, a sophomore microbiology major, is a
member of CodePink, which is an
anti-war, pro-soldier organization.
To those who
oppose
the
protest, she said
she would "try to
relate the experience. I would ask them,
'What if someone was taken away from
you? How would you feel?"'
She said she is looking forward to the
experience of working with other
activists.
- LIANI RAMOS, CONTRIBUTINGWRITER
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High:85°
Low:60°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

Today: A SO-percent chance of showers and thunderstorms.Windy, with a
south wind between 15 and 25 mph.
Tonight: Mostly ~loudy with a 60percent chance of rain. South wind
between 10 and 15 mph.
·

CHANCE SHOWERS

Sunday
SUNNY

High:67°
Low:42°
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High:67°
Low:46°
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One free copy of the Central
Flarido Future permitted per
issue. If available, additjonal
copies may be purchased
from our office with prior
approval for $1 each.
Newspa~r theft is a
crime. Violators may be
subject to dvil and
criminal
prosecution
and/or
University
discipline.
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Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
The Logan Doctor of Chiropractic program includes extensive
study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, chiropractic techniques, business training and
extensive clinical rotations.

•
•

Students also have the opportunity to combine their
chiropractic education with a unique Master's degree
in Sports Science & Rehabilitation (MS/DC).

•

•
•
•

•

Specialties Within ·Chiropractic:
·+ Sports Rehab
+ General Practice
+ Pediatrics
+ Neurology
+ Geriatrics
+ Orthopedics
+ Radiology
+ Research
+ Acupu"!cture
+ Personal Injury

•

Contact Logan .University at _www.logan.edu fo.r
an info packet to your future as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.

•
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UNC student body president shot and killed
JOEDV MCCREARY
Associated Press
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CHAPEL HILL, N.C. Thousands of stunned
students gathered silently
Thursday on a quad at the
University of North Carolina to mourn their stu. dent body president, just
hours after police said she
was the young woman
found shot to death on a
city street the day before.
. Eve Marie Carson, a 22year-old senior fro:m
Athens, Ga., had been shot
several times, including at
least once in the head,
police said. Officials said
there are no suspects and
no arrests have been
made.
''We have lost someone
whom we cherish and
·love," university Chancellor James Moeser told a
massive crowd on the
school's Polle Place quad.
"We're all in a state of
shock."
Police found Carson's
vehicle, a blue 2005 Toy'ota Highlander with
Georgia plates, after
receiving a tip Thursday
afternoon from a witness
who spotted it · near
Franklin Street, the main
drag though the popular
college town about 45
minutes west of Raleigh.
''We saw it on the news
and we heard the woman
is the president of the student body, and she (his
wife) goes, 'Oh my God, I
just found the car,"' Toby
Rice, of Chapel Hill, told ·
The Associated Press.
"She called 911. She took
pictures of it with her
Blackberry."_
, Lt.
Kevin
Gunter,
spokesman for the Chapel
Hill Police Department,
declined to comment
when asked if police had
found the car. Authorities
planned to provide an
update later Thursday on
the status of their investigation.
Officers found the
body of a young woman
about a mile from campus, on the street at the
intersection of Hillcrest
Road and Hillcrest Circle,
after neighbors reported
hearing shots about 5 a.m.
Wednesday. Moeser said
he got a call about a half
hour later inforniing him
that Carson was the
apparent victim.
"It ·was shocking," he·
said. "I sat down and said
'Oh · my God.' I couldn't
believe this."
Police publicly identified the shooting victim as
Carson on Thursday, and
police Chief Brian Curran
said her death appeared to •
be a random act.
"There is nothing to
link this to anyone on this
campus," Moeser said.
"We don't want to overre-

How

"We have lost someone whom we
cherish and love. We're all in a state of
shock."
JAMES MOESER
UNIVERSITY CHANCELLOR

act."
A huge crowd of students,
staff and faculty gathered on
the North Carolina campus
Thursday
afternoon
to
remember Carson. Students
passed out daisies and carna- ·
tions, and large boards were
erected for students to leave
written memories.
A campus candlelight vigil
was planned for 7 p.m., and
dozens of counselors from
both North Carolina and
nearby Duke University were
available to talk to students.
"She touched us all,"
Moeser told s~udents. '~d
now she's been taken from us
suddenly, in a terrib}e, terrible
act of violence.''
Carson was a prestigious
Morehead-Cain scholar and a
North Carolina Fellow, taking
part in a four-year leadership
development program for ·
undergraduates. A premed
student, she majored in political science a;nd biology,
taught science at a Chapel .
Hill elementary school, studied abroad in Cuba, and spent
summers volunteering in
Ecuador, Egypt and Ghana as
part of a school program.
In her position as student
body president, she was a
member of the university's
Board of Trustees. Moeser
said he last saw Carson on
Tuesday, at the Tar Heels

men's basketball game against
Florida State.
"This is a tragedy magni~
fled and multiplied by the
number and depth of reiationships, many relationships that
Eve Carson had on this campus," Moeser told the students. "This enormous throng
is a testament to the many and
deep relationships.
"Eve Carson personified
the Caroli.Q.a spirit."
Carson is the daughter of
Bob Carson and Teresa
Bethke. A man answering the
phone at Bob Carson's business, Carson Advisory' Inc. in
Athens, said the family has no
comment.
Maxine Easom, the principal of Clarke Central High
School Ill Athens, where Carson graduated as valedictorian in 2004 and was also elected student body president,
said she and staff members
learned of her death Thursday morning.
"We're devastated," Easom
said. "Eve was just the most
wonderful young woman you
would ever want to know. She
was brilliant. She was
absolutely b~autiful. Everything she did was aimed at
helping other people. It's one
of the greatest tragedies I've
ever known. Eve was one of
the young women who could
change t~e world.''

COURTESY DAN SEARS, UNC-CHAPEl Hill

UNC Student Body President Eve Carson's body was identified Thursday as the victim of a shooting death, which occurred early Wednesday
morning. Carson's body was found on a Qty street near her residence where police say she was shot se.veral times, induding once to the head.
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LOCAL & STATE
/ / earlier, although the two
plans differ slightly..
.
Those differences are
expected to be worked out
in talks that began Thui:sday.
Senators did change
their cut plan slightly, shifting $2.5 million into the
criminal justice budget that
could mean prosecutors
and public defenders won't
have to take unwanted time
off.
.
The prospect of furloughs had been raised as
lawmakers wrote the budget cut bill.
To avoid that cut, the
Senate approved using
money from various fines
that are expected to be collected between now and the
end of the year.
Sen. Victor Crist, who
chairs the Senate committee that writes the criminal
justice part of the budget,
wained that when lawmakers start writing next year's
budget, there win still be
difficulties.
"This is . a qujck fix · to
help them get through this
year's budget," said Crist, RTampa, who sponsored the
amendment . shifting the
money.
The bill to make the cuts
(HB 7009) passed 26-13,
almost entirely along party
lines, with Republicans in
favor
and
Democrats
against.
.
Democrats had urged
that the state dig more
deeply into its savings
accounts to avoid deep program cuts.
They also urged to consider finding new sources
of money
possibly
including tax increases.
Republicans in control of
the Legislature, however,
oppose tax increases.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
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Amendment would ensure
lawmakers can set college tuition

•
II
•

TALLAHASSEE - A constitutional proposal that
would ensure the Legislature,
not an appointed board, can
set tuition sailed through its
first
Senate
committee
Wednesday after lawmakers
cast aside arguments it would
politicize Florida's university
system.
Besides making sure the
Board of Governors can't set
tuition, the proposed amendment also would again make
Florida's education commissioner an elected position,
abolish Florida's appointed
State Board of Education and
return its authority over primary and secondary schools
to the governor and Cabinet.
Until 2003 the governor and
Cabinet, including an elected
education
commissioner,
oversaw the state's schools.
The measure would undo
constitutional provisions supported by two former governors, Democrat Bob Graham
and Republican Jeb Bush.
Graham led a citizen initiative in 2002 that created the
Board of Governors to oversee the 11 state universities.
Graham and the board are
suing the Legislature, claiming the panel, not lawmakers,
have tuition-setting authority.
The proposed amendment,
though, would settle the issue
regardless of how the courts
· rule.
·
Facing budget cutbacks, the
board approved an 8 percent
tuition increase in January
without legislative approval.
University System Chancellor Mark Rosenberg argued
against the proposal, which
also would reduce the boar<;l
from 17 to eight members and
cut their terms from seven to
four years.
He said it would hold universities "captive to political
interests of the moment."
The board's size and terms
are designed as a buffer
against politics because a governor, who can serve only
eight years, would be unable to
appoint the entire panel until
·nearly out of office.
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Proposed bill could kill
BOG, boards of trustees
ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

DAVID KARP/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

New York police officers with the bomb squad unit inspect damage done by an explosive
device to the military recruitment center Thursday in New York City's Times Square.

Small bomb damages Times
Square anned foKes station

DNC's dean urges do-over
contests in Florida, Michigan

NEW YORK - A small
WASHINGTON
bomb caused minor damage Democratic National Comto an empty military recruit- mittee Chairman Howard
ing station in Times Square Dean urged Florida and
early Thursday, shaking Michigan party officials to
·guests in hotel rooms high come up with plans to
above "the crossroads of the repeat their presidential
world."
nominating contests so that
The blast, which hap- their delegates can be countpened around 3:45 am., left a ed.
The two state parties will
gaping hole in the front ~ dow and shattered a glass ·have to find the funds to pay
door, twisting and blacken- for new contests without
ing its metal frame. No one help from the national party,
was hurt. But Police Com- Dean said.
.
missioner Raymond Kelly
Officials in Michigan and
are
showing
said the device, though Florida
unsophisticated, could have renewed interest in holding
caused "injury and even repeat presidential nominating contests so that their
death"
A witness saw a person votes will count in the epic
on a bicycle wearing a back- Democratic campaign.
The Michigan governor,
pack and a hood and acting
suspiciously, but no one saw top officials in Hillary Rodthe device being placed in ham Clinton's campaign,
front ofthe recruiting center, and Florida's state party
authorities said at a news chair all are now saying they
would consider holding a
conference.
He said no one was inside ·sort of do-over contest by
the station, where the June.
That's a change from the
Marines, Air Force and Navy
previous insistence from
also recruit.
Members of the police officials in both states that
department's bomb squad the primaries they held in
and fire officials gathered January should determine
outside the station in the how their delegates are alloearly morning darkness, and cated.
police cars and yellow tape
Clinton campaign comblocked drivers - most of munications
director
them behind the wheels of Howard Wolfson said in a
call
with
taxicabs - from entering conference
one of the world's busiest reporters Thursday that it's
crossroads. Police began hard to envision a scenario
allowing
some
traffic where the Florida and
through around the start of Michigan delegations · are
not seated at the convenrush hour.
Authorities were still try- tions.
Clinton won both coning to determine exactly
what kind of device was tests, but the results were
meaningless because the
used.
When investigators went elections violated national
·
through tp.e evidence, they party rules.
found a metal ammunition
The Democratic National
box that is believed to have Committee stripped both
contained the explosive. It states of all delegates for
was being sent for testing. holding the primaries too
Kelly said the'box was readi- early, and all Democratic
ly available in Army-'Navy candidates including
Clinton and rival Barack
surplus stores.
Mayor
Michael Obama - agreed not to
Bloomberg said the act campaign in either·· state.
"insults every one of our Obama's name wasn't even
brave men and women in on the Michigan ballot.
uniform stationed around
Florida and Michigan
the world."
moved up th.eir dates to
Though .subway cars protest the party's decision
passed througfi the Times to allow Iowa and New
Square station without stop- Hampshire to go. first, folping in the early hours of the lowed by ·South Carolina
investigation, normal serv- and Nevada, giving them a
ice was soon restor~d, with disproportionate influence
· on the presidential selection
some delays.
process.
But no one predicted the
Gunman enters Jewish Seminary
race would still be very close
in Jerusalem; at least 8 killed
·
JERUSALEM - A gun- at this point in the year.
man entered the library of a
rabbinical seminary and Balkans, Afghanistan domfnate
opened fire on a crowded NATO foreign ministers meeting
BRUSSELS, Belgium nighttime study session
Thursday, killing eight people NATO foreign ministers
and wounding nine before he Thursday expressed hope
was slain, police and rescue they will be able to invite
workers said. It was the first three Balkan nations to join
militant attack in Jerusalem in the alliance next month as
part of efforts to stabilize the
more than four years.
There was no immediate region after Kosovo's declaclaim of responsibility, but ration of independence.
But a Greek dispute with
Hamas militants in the Gaza
Strip praised the operation, Macedonia was threatening
and thousands of Palestinians to scuttle the plans.
NATO ministers were
took to the streets of Gaza to
· also reviewing a "vision
celebrate.
The day's violence, which statement" on Afghanistan
also included a deadly to be adopted . by NATO
ambush of an army patrol leaders at the summit to
near Israel's border with redefine the West's goals in
Gazj, was likely to compUcate the fight against Taliban
attempts by Egypt to force a and strengthen Europe's
truce between Israel and flagging public support for
Palestinian militants. The U.S. the 43,000 strong military
is backing the Egyptian effc:>rt. mission.
· Israeli
government
The three Balkan nations
spokesman Mark Regev - Albania, Croatia and
harshly condemned the Macedonia - are hoping to
shooting and said the Pales- receive ali invitation to join
tinian government must take NATO at an allianc~ sumnext
month
in
steps against the extremists mit
- not just denounce their Bucharest. NATO foreign
ministers were expected to
attacks.
Secretary of State Con- agree that they are ready to ·
doleezza Rice condemned it join
as an "act of terror and
depravity."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The pro tempore of the
Florida Legislature proposed a
bill that could potentially
restructure the way the educa, tion system is handled in the
state of Florida
Sen. Lisa Carlton · introduced Senate Bill 2308, which
proposed that the Florida Constitution be amended to allow
the · Florida Legislature to
make the majority of the decisiohs ~onceming education in
the state of Florida. One of
those decisions would solve
the current argument over
who should control tuition at
Florida public universities.
The change would reduce ·
the state university Board of
Governors and strip the
remaining members of much
of their power.
. Currently, the board has 14
members appointed by the
governor, and each member
serves a seyen-year term. Carlton proposed that the board be
reduced to five members with
four-year terms.
She also proposed that each
local board of trustees -revise
its members. Each public state
university has a board of
trustees.
·
Instead of 13 members, the
governor w:ould appoint 11
members.

SENATE BILL 2308 IN ANUTSHELL .
POWER PLAY

The Florida Legislature, currently embroiled in a lawsuit with the Board ~f
Governors, has a proposal going through that would give voters the option of
abolishing the Board of Governors and the various boards of trustees.The curren~
system of governance was designed to insulate higher education from politics.
ASHORT LEGISLATIVE LEASH

The new system would instead have an elected Commissioner of Education, and
the new eight-member board would be appointed by the state's Legisl~ture and
their job descriptions would be wholly up to lawmakers.
A position for a commissioner of education would also
be created in the governor's
cabinet. The commissioner
would supervise the public
education system. .
Not everyone is happy with
the proposed legislation.
The UCF Faculty Senate
took action, following the
actions of the Advisory Council of Faculty Senates, which
comprises all the chairs of the
State University System Faculty senates.
The ACFS passed a resolution regardipg the legislation
over the phone on Monday.
The resolution states that
the
ACFS
"respectfully
requests that our legislative
representatives consider voting against or temporarily .
postponing'' the bill.
Manoj Chopra, chair of the
Faculty Senate, urged the faculty senators to contact state

legislators and tell them to
vote against it.
The UCF Student Senate is
planning to take action against
the legislation as well. Sen.
Stephen Mortellaro, chair of
the Governmental Affairs
Committee, has written a resolution that was introduced to
the Senate on Thursday night.
The results of the vote on this
resolution had not been decided by press time.
There is also a lawsuit filed
by former Florida Sen. Bob
Graham and the Board of Governors suing the Florida Legis_lature for the power to control
tuition at Florida state universities.
The system the state uses
now was introduced five years
ago with the creation of the
Board of Governors. The
BQard of Regents controlled
the education system for 30
years prior to that.
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Above: Oscar H. Ramirez Ill, the ex-secretary of NORML, and Elvy Musikka march during the NORML protest for medical marijuana
on Feb.27. Musikka, who has glaucoma, was the first female to receive medicinal marijuana from the federal government.
Below: NORML's protes~ started in front of the Student Union, progressed around campus and eventually ended where it started.
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TV may influence
girls' career choices
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neering has been involved
with the conference as
long as it's been in Orlando, but this was only the
second year that the College of Optics and Photonics joined.
Last year, Sullivan said,
CREOL had little involvement in the event, and
only some of the girls got
to see the labs. That section of the day ended up
getting the best response,
she said.
"CREOL has
that
unique ability to speak at
their level and get them
fired up and actually teach
them something before
they leave those doors,"
Sullivan said. '~d that's
why we decided to focus
primarily on CREOL."
Jeremy Mares, a graduate research assistant in
the CREOL Nanophotonics Device Group, was an
EYH volunteer both years.
He said that, besides showing the girls some of the
labs, he and the other volunteers helped them make
ice cream using liquid
nitrogen. ,
"Liquid-nitrogen ice
cream is a big deal," he
said. "If you're a kid, it's a
big deal. It does teach science, but it's obviously
more for fun. You take
milk and liquid nitrogen
and sugar and mix them,
and you get ice cream."
While no one really
knows the reason for the
shortage of women in certain fields, research has
revealed some possible
answers.
"There's a lot of
research that's been done
on it, and what's interesting is that, well obviously
there's an age-old prejudice that women aren't as
good at it, which is nonsense," Mares said, "but
what they're finding out is
that girls are every bit as
good and interested in
math and science up until
the middle-school years,
and then they just stop
being interested."
According
to
the
spring 2008 statistics on
the UCF Office of Institutional Research Web site,
both the College of Engineering and the College of
Optics and Photonics
have a 15 percent female
population.
. Sullivan said that popular TV shows may even
have something to do with
which fields young girls
develop an interest in.
One show that researchers
are particularly interested
in is CSI, she said.
"They've noticed that
the number of women in
[forensics] has jumped dramatically, like 50 percent.
And that's an odd field, you
would think, for women,"
Sullivan said. "But they
think they can correlate
young women watching
that show and then wanting
to enter that field"
If UCF is any indication of the national trend,
the number of female
undergraduate forensic
science majors grew rapidly from fall 1995 until fall
2005, according to data
from the OIR Web site.
The number of males
in the major increased,
too, but while the number
of men went from 32 in
fall 1995 to 91 in fall 2005,
the number of women
went from 48 to 309. The
number of women in
forensic science didn't
begin dropping until fall
2006 and now rests at 220.
Christopher Brown, a
graduate research assistant in the CREOL Laser
Plasma Laboratory and a
volunteer at EYH, said he
has noticed the influence
of TY, too, and he pointed
out that shows focusing
on certain sciences are
missing.
"You look on TV, do
you really see engineering
shows at all? Star Trek was
the only thing, and now
that's off. So now you see
Grey's Anatomy, all the
medical shows, CSI, all
these things," Brown said.
"That's kind of
~, forensic

science, but it's not the hardcore physics or things of that
nature. If kids aren't exposed to
that, they don't know."
Discoverjes about what
causes women to shy away
from these fields are also providing insight into what can
bring them back.
Linda Flannery, a UCF alumna with a degree in computer
engineering who has been
involved with EYH for 15 years,
said that a girl's parents, especially her father, are the key. For
that reason, she said, parents
are welcomed at the conference, and they go to a separate
workshop to learn what they
can do to encourage their
daughters.
"My dad's an engineer, and he
has a lot of influence on me," she
said. '~d my parents have
always been there for me and
always been very supportive,
and since he was an engineer
and had three girls, his dream for
us was that we all got a degree
and that we could take care of
ourselves, and so we did that.
"It's proven, too, if there's not
a father figure iri a girl's life,
there's all kinds of other issues,
but certainly the self-confidence, the motivation, the selfworth, a lot of that comes from
that father-daughter relationship.... Really, a girl needs her
mother, but they just as much
need their father to be a role
model and to let them know that
they're OK, that they can be selfconfident and they can take care
of them.selves arid they don't
have to rely on anyone else."
Sullivan said that she can't
prove that programs such as
EYH achieve their purpose as
far as increasing the number of
women in math and science,
but she can still remember the
program that made everything .
clear for her.
"I participated in a program
the summer between my junior year and my senior year,"
she said. "It was a 13-week program up at the University of
Florida, and I guarantee you
that program and seeing all
these successful people that I
attended with led me to
believe that a degree in math
or science was going to help
me no matter where I went in
life. So that program, I would
honestly say, solidified my
decision to _go into a science
field."
She said that, even if there is
just a small chance that the
EYH conference will achieve
its goal, that's enough to keep
going year after year.
"It is' hard, admittedly, to
quantify your success, but by
the same token, if we didn't do
this, how many people would
you lose?" she said. "If they're
never exposed to it, then you've
lost them completely, but if
they are exposed to the sciences and math, well then at
least you've got a fighting
chance."
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Activists tell of 'girly' feminism
FROM

Al

types and the areas of disconnection they cause
among
feminists.
The
authors explained that even
if you are a man, pro-life or
religious, you can still be a
feminist.
"I think the bigger question is 'Can I be myself and
still be a feminist?"' Baumgardner said.
After the presentation,
the authors opened the floor
and answered questions
from the audience. One student asked the authors what
three things they wanted the
feminist
movement
to
achieve.
Baumgardner responded
that she would like to see a
female president, a shift in
consciousness and, most
importantly, an end to all
sexual assault crimes.
"I want to believe that

rape and sexual assault of
females and males can be
drastically reduced in the
next 10 years and eventually
eradicated," Baumgardner
said.
Prior to the presentation,
students were given the
opportunity to get copies of
Grassroots and Manifesta ,
signed by the authors.
Instead of having a book
signed, Ariell Schwartz, a
philosophy major and vice
president of the UCF chapter
of the National Organization
of Women, asked Baumgardner to sign the sleeve of her
shirt so that she could literally wear the author's heart on
her sleeve. Schwartz saiq she
considers the two authors to
be the "rock stars" of the
feminist community.
"They are like the Rolling
Stones
of
activists,"
Schwartz said. "Ifmy bra was
more accessible, I would

have had them sign that."
The event was coordinated by Leandra Preston, fulltime instructor and coordinator of the Women's
Studies program at the UCF
Cocoa Beach campus. Preston, who teaches Manifesta,
said that the book inspires
the most compelling discussions in her third-wave
feminism class.
"Manifesta is probably
one of the most important
books for third-wave feminism," Preston said. "It promotes the idea that you can
be girly and a feminist at the
same time."
Little did Preston know
last semester that it would be
one of her own students who
would bring Richards and
Baumgardner to the UCF
community.
Jill Shea was a student in
Preston's
third-wave
feminism class when she was

assigned a service learning
project. Shea, a creative
writing major and women's
studies minor, decided to
start a book drive designed
to donate feminist literature
to UCF students.
Shea contacted feminist
authors and publishers, and
Richards and Baumgardner
responded almost immediately. They donated signed
copies of their books and put
her in touch with other publishers. The authors eventually agreed to give a presentation at UCF, . much to
Shea's surprise.
"I felt like I was shooting
really high," Shea said.
The two authors, who are
also real-life friends, met
while interning at Ms. Magazine in New York City in
1992. Since then, they have
co-written two books and ·
toured college campuses
across the nation.

COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Amy Richards feminist and author of Grassroots: AField Guide for Feminist Activism and Manifesto: Young Women, Feminism, and the Future spoke Tuesday about the "women of the
third-wave m~vement."The movement gives females the opportunity to be themselves and still be feminists - something the "second-wave movement" didn't do.
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Both kosher resolutions could pass Bright Futures
issues discussed
SCHOOLS WITH KOSHER PLANS

' FROM

Al

ed the resolution from Martineau, but they have since
gone elsewhere for assistance
due to the inclusion of other,
unrelated issues in the resolution.
The resolutions, though
similar in subject matter,
show slight differences. For
instance, the new resolution
provides more statistical evidence that the Jewish population at UCF is overwhelming.
It even names UCF as having
the second-largest Jewish
population of state universities nationwide.
It also points out that UCF
lags behind universities with
large percentages of Jewish
students, such as the University of Florida, in providing
kosher options. Lastly, the
new resolution outlines the
need for an Orthodox rabbi to
supervise the kitchen and
assure that it is indeed kosher
at all times.
In contrast to the new resolution, Martineau's is more
broad and includes options
for vegan, vegetarian, organic
and other miscellanepus
healthy options.
'We are trying to include
as many concerns as possible," Martineau said. "It's
good to address many different concerns simultaneously,
and to create artificial,
unnecessary divisions is the
wrong message to send to
students."
Martineau recognized that
Johnson and Berkowitz's resolution covers more details of
Jewish dietary needs.
"I just question the
motives of it being put in,'' he
said.
His concerns mainly stem
from the fact that Berkowitz
was so involved with the penning of the resolution. He
said it is uncommon for a vice
president to do such a thing
much less sponsor a resolution that covers essentially
the same ground as another.
"I've never seen some-

BROWN UNIVERSITY
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
TOWSON UNIVERSITY
TULANE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA (COMING IN SUMMER B2008)
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
YALE UNIVERSITY

thing like this happen," Martineau said. "I've never seen a
senator put something forward, whether it be a bill, resolution or special act, then
have another senator do the
same thing only a little bit
more elaborated. It's still
essentially the same thing."
Vice President Logan
Berkowitz has continued to
stand by his and Johnson's
resolution, even though there
has been widespread controversy surrounding the issue.
"The only reason that we
started a new one was
because the organization
came to me to write the resolution for them," Berkowitz
said. "I'm a fan of [Martineau
and Smith's] resolution. It's
just that this organization is
very passionate about these
specific words and the specific way this resolution is written."
Berkowitz said that the
crossover in topics was purely unintentional and was only
meant to best serve the needs
of the students. He said he
even offered advice to Martineau and Smith, based on
the Chabad meetings he frequently attended, as to how
they could best serve the
group through the resolution.
"It seems that whoever
wrote the resolution didn't
take any of the advice that I or
the Chabad organization
gave," Berkowitz said.
However, Smith said that

he and Martineau were still
kept relatively in the dark
while the new resolution was
being written.
"It bothers me that I never
heard anything about the resolution, especially from people I work with," Smith said.
"It should just get dropped."
In the Senate, both sides
have received support, and all
involved agree it is likely both
will pass through to Hitt and
other members of the
administration.
.
One senator, Wtlliam Lusk,
is opposed to both resolutions
being passed and supports
only Berkowitz's resolution.
"Berkowitz's resolution
calls for one change to one
demographic," Lusk said. "It's
not worth it to include all the
others. Adding all of these
things is a joke.... Dining Services might not take the resolutions seriously."
However, Berkowitz said
he feels that multiple resolutions will only call more
attention to the call for
kosher options.
"The more background
information you have on a
subject, the better," he said.
Though the resolutions
have each garnered support
in the Senate, logistical issues
continue to be prevalent. As
Rabbi
Jonathan
Siger
explained, "To try to implement a fully kosher meal plan
is very, very difficult. It takes
significant commitment and

demand."
Siger came to UCF in January of2007 from UF. While
at UF, he worked closely with
Dining Services and Hillel to
provide a partnership allowing a kosher meal plan there.
Siger thinks that something
similar to the plan at UF
might not be the best fit at
UCF though. He said that
each university should meet
its own needs but do it in a
way that is fair to all students
involved, not just those wanting these options.
"The whole university
should not have to jump
through hoops to serve any
group, including us," Siger
said. "I fully expect the university to be sensitive to our
needs and to work with us to
see that our needs are met,
but our goal as a Hillelis to be
the university's partner."
Siger is currently overseeing the construction of a new
Hillel center right next to the
planned dorms on McCulloch Road and said he hopes
that the dorms will provide
some solution to the kosher
meal plan issue.
'We are not running a religious dorm," he said. "We
have nothing to do with that.
We are just saying that there
will be dorms there. Those
dorms will be attractive to
Jewish . students that will
want to be near a Hillel and
have kosher food nearby.
"It certainly will help
those who want more access
to a broader range of kosher
foods."
Though Siger and the Hillel center always have and
always will provide kosher
food, he said he knows that
the availability of the options
on campus might be a few
years from implementation.
As of right now, two resolutions are fighting for the same
cause. Both sides, regardless
of the ongoing controversy,
are confident that all resolutions in question will pass
and dining services will realize the need for change.
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FSA has been going through a
difficult process to improve
some of its internal issues,
including changing the structure of committees within the
organization. FSA is trying to
improve itself in order to
become more efficient and
collaborative.
"The way it is now, we
weren't accomplishing things
the way we wanted,"
Hollinger said.
It was also discussed how
FSA should deal with lobbyists and lobbyist contracts.
FSA Executive Director
Chris Krampert went over
changes that would be made
to the FSA Web site to make it
more updated and functional.
The Web site is being changed
to make it easier for organization members and students to
communicate with each other.
They may also change the
address from floridastudentassociation.com to flstudents.com.
'We are going to be able to
share and see what is going
on," Krampert said. "It's a way
that we can get on one system."
Changes to the Web site
will be free for the association.
Recently, there has been
discussion about whether the
criteria for students to qualify
to receive Bright Futures
should be changed. Faran
Abbasi, student body vice
president at the University of
South Florida and current FSA
member, said that Bright
Futures is ~ $400 million program that could one day top a
billion dollars. The problem is
that the state can't raise tuition
to pay for this scholarship,
because if you raise tuition
Bright Futures will rise, too.
"[Bright Futures] has
turned into an entitlement
instead of a merit...based
scholarship," Abbasi said.
Neither the Legislature nor

the Board of Governors will
be making any decisions
about Bright Futures this year.
"Bright Futures is not going
anywhere this year, so rest
easy," Krampert said. "Sometimes nothing happening is
the best thing for students at
the end of the day."
At the meeting, FSA broke
off into councils to talk about
issues at each individual college and to exchange thoughts
about Bright Futures.
.
'We want · to be the first
ones to have the proposal on
the table as far as the Bright
Futures," Abbasi said.
Councils that met included
the Council of Vice Presidents, Senate Leadership
Council, Board of Directors,
Government Relations Council and the Council of Fiscal
Agents. Each council presented its ideas at the meeting.
"No huge changes will be
made this sessiol)," Hollinger
·
said.
Another topic that was
brought up was the court case
that is taking place between
the Board of Governors and
the Florida Legislature.
For the past couple
months, the Board of Governors has been filing suit
against the Florida Legislature
over who has the real power
of setting tuition. The first suit
was thrown out by the judge
on Jan. 3 because he did not \
feel a relevant case was presented. Now, a second suit has
been filed.
"Politically, it's a power
struggle," Abbasi said. ''.As far
as higher education policy in
Tallahassee, it is a mess."
This case is going to occupy a lot of time and energy,
and Hollinger said it may not
be in the interest of the students.
"I don't think it is being
done to benefit students,"
Hollinger said, "and that is the
most frustrating part of all."
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CONFERENCE USA GAME 15: HOUSTON 73, UCF 68

Falling .down
ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU~E

UCF's Tarek Ben Soltane won 6-1,6-3 in his
singles match against Georgia State.

Knights
halt their
losing
streak
•

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Mike Battle commits an offensive foul against Rice during the Knights' 68-60 win Saturday. Battle had five points in the 73-68 loss to Houston
on Wednesday, but he was perfect from the field. With the loss the Knights lost a chance at third place in Conference USA.

UCF's frantic comeback too little as
Houston's shooting secures win
· PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

I ,..
I

For the second straight year,
the UCF Men's Basketball team
traveled to Houston to take on the
Houston Cougars, and for the second straight year, the Knights
couldn't hold onto a second-half
lead.
Wednesday night was not the
same as when the the Knights
surrendered a 22-point lead at
Houston last year, but it was perhaps as depressing, as UCF's late
comeback attempt was cut short
in a 73-68 loss.
The Knights built up a sixpoint lead early in the second half,
but it took about three minutes
for the Cougars to tie the score.
, UCF wouldn't lead by more
than two for the rest of the game,
as the Cougars' press defense
gave the Knights fits and interrupted the flow of their offense.
Also, the Knights' foul trouble
led to several easy points for the
Cougars. Houston was in the double bonus halfway through the
second half, and the Cougars
were shooting two free throws

after every foul for the rest of the
contest.
But even with all that, the game
came down to a critical series of
plays with about two minutes left.
The Knights were down 69-63
after Houston's Lanny Smith hit
two free throws with 2:06 to play.
But UCF's Mike O'Donnell hit a
deep 3-pointer to pull the Knights
within three with 1:53 left.
·After a UCF timeout, guard
Chip Cartwright grabbed his second steal of the game when he
· stripped Smith, and UCF had the
ball with 1:29 left.
But the momentum shift
wouldn't last long.
Jermaine Taylor then committed one of his game-high six
turnovers when Houston's Marcus Malone stole the ball. Taylor
got the ball right back 30 seconds
later after he stripped Smith, and
put in the easy layup to bring the
Knights within one with 49 seconds left, the closest they had
been since the 5:32 mark.
UCF head coach Kirk Speraw
said in a postgame radio interview that during the subsequent
PLEASE SEE

I
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MATTHEW KUKA/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mike O'Donnel led UCF with 19 points against Houston.

Keep up to date with all of UCF athletics over
Spring Break by logging on to our Web site.
Nightly recaps of men's and women's basketball,
softball, baseball, men's and women's tennis,
rowing, golf and track will be available.

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

A week and a half respite
from play might have helped
the UCF Men's Tennis team,
as the Knights ended a twomatch losing streak with a 6-1
win over Georgia State on
Wednesday.
Playing for the first time
since Feb. 24, the Knights
cruised, dropping just one of
the doubles matches and just
one singles match.
In doubles, Johan Beigart
and Brock Sakey started UCF
off on the right foot with an 82 win, which was followed by
the Tarek Ben Soltane-Blaze
Schwartz duo putting up an
8-4 victory to secure the
point.
In singles, only Beigart faltered, losing 6-3, 7-6 (7-3) to
Nejc Podkrajsek at the No. l
spot.
In the other five positions,
the Knights didn't drop a set,
with Sakey and Claudio
Romano notching the most
impressive victories.
Sakey dropped Aleksander Elezovic 6-0, 6-1 at the
No. 3 spot to move to 5-7 on
the season in singles match'
es.
Romano continued his
domination of the No. 5 spot
with a 6-0, 6-0 triumph over
Trenton Spinks. Romano has
yet to lose at the No. 5 spot
this season.
"This was our first overall
team win," UCF head coach
Bobby Cashman . said in a
press release. "From one
through three in doubles and
one through six in singles,
our guys were consistent and
relentless."
Cashman
was
also
impressed with Schwartz,
who has played just four
matches this season, and
aside from Ben Soltane, owns
the best singles winning percentage on the team.
"Blaze
has
worked
tremendously hard in rehab
to get back on the courts," ,
Cashman said in the release.
"I know he will contribute to
this team and we're excited to
have him back."
The Knights are back on
their home court today when
they take on Tennessee Tech
at 9 a.m. The Knights will
then head out to California
for a tournament during
spring break.

UCF's streak of perfection ends
Baseball wins Tuesday,
get first loss Wednesday

.,.

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

•
•

COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Carmine Giardina pitched 3.2 innings in
the loss to Jacksonville on Wednesday.

The UCF Baseball team
played its two worst games of
the young 2008 season on
Tuesday and Wednesday night
against Jacksonville.
The Knights overcame
their miscues in the first game
to claim a 5-4 victory and
record the best start in program history. But on Wednesday, six errors led' to the

Knights' first loss of the year
10-5.
The Knights were carrying
the momentum of their 8-0
start into Jacksonville on
Wednesday,_but the Dolphins
(7-1) cut the Knights down
quickly with two runs in each
of the first three innings.
UCF pitcher Caleb Graham
(0-1) got his first start of the
year, but he was hammered for
five hits and five earned runs
in 2.1 innings. But it's not like
the defense did him many
favors.
,,,
After the first two Jadt-

• I

sonville batters, Kevin Ferreira
and Kyle Fleming, reached
base on a single and a walk,
both runners moved up a base
on a throwing error from
catcher Robert Lara One batter later, Ferreira scored from
third on a throwing error by
right fielder Ryan Richardson.
Graham struck out the next
Dolphin, but Brad Simmons
singled to left with two outs,
which scored Fleming. The
Dolphins have scored in the
first inning of every game this
season.
The Knights entered the

top of the third inning trailing
4-0, but struck back with four
runs in the inning, highlighted
by RBI singles from Tyson
Auer and Eric Kallstrom.
But even in the most positive of innings, the Knights
still had to feel somewhat disappointed when it was over.
The Knights left the bases
loaded in the third and fifth
innings, and left 15 runners on
base for the game.
The Dolphins broke the
game open with three runs in
PLEASE SEE
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Late 3-pointer keeps
UCF comeback at bay
FROM A7

Houston possession, he was
deciding when and if he
would have his team foul.
But Houston guard Marcus Malone didn't let Speraw
have a chance to foul anyone,
as he nailed a long 3-pointer
to put the Cougars up 72-68
with just 32 seconds left and
essentially end the game.
"It was a terrible 3," Speraw said in a postgame radio
interview. "It was an NBA 3.
How he got open that much, I
don't know.... I was thankful
that he was shooting it, so we
could rebound it and have the
last possession and it's the
only shot he makes from 3 all
night."
Malone was just 2-of-6
from the floor and l-of-5 from
3-point range.
The Knights were able to
keep the game close for most
of the first half, although they
didn't pull away. UCF seemed
to have the lead and the
momentum heading into the
break after O'Donnell drilled

a 3-pointer with just 13 seconds left to give UCF a 31-28
lead, but Smith hit a 3 to tie
the game as time expired.
O'Donnell finished with a
team-high 19 points, and
more
importantly,
no
turnovers.
The two players perhaps
expected to define the game
were mostly silent.
Taylor and Houston's
Robert McKiver - two of the
top four scorers in C-USAwere both held to less than
their season averages and
scored just two and six points
in the first half, respectively.
Taylor was l-of-7 from the
floor in the first half, and
although he ended up with 16
points, he wasn't much better
in the second. He made just
6-of-21 shots, including 2-of-ll
on his 3-pointers, and Speraw
didn't know why.
"He was antsy early, forced
some things early," Speraw
said in the radio interview. "I
told him they would switch a
lot and come and double
team him a lot, which they
did, especially late.... He was

better the second half, and
then he had two wide open
looks early in the second
half that he missed, and
then he was very, very tentative to shoot the ball in
his next open looks."
As for McKiver's performance, Speraw had a
much simpler explanation.
"Dave Noel did an unbelievable job on Robert
McKiver," he said in the
radio interview. "He just
did a tremendous job of
guarding him and making
it very, very tough for
Robert to get good looks.
He just did a tremendous
job."
Heading into tp.eir game
against the Cougars (22-7
overall, ll-4 in C-USA), the
Knights (16-13 overall, 9-6
in Conference USA) were
two games ahead of Marshall and Southern Miss
and just a game behind
Houston for the coveted
third spot in the conference standings.
Now the Knights sit just
a game ahead of the Thundering Herd and the Golden Eagles and third place is
out of reach with only one
game left.
"We gotta go win a game
on the road," Speraw said
in the radio interview. "It's
going to be very tough to
win at Tulsa. It's in our
hands, just like this one
was in our hands.... It will
be a tough, tough, hardnosed, 40-minute game,
that's for sure."
UCF will travel to Tulsa
on Saturday to take on the
Golden Hurricane (16-12, 78). Tip-off is set for 8 p.m.
Check centralfloridafuture.com for a recap following the game.

'1orlba :futufe

Knights err often in first loss
FROM A7

the bottom of the sixth even
though only one run was
earned.
Carmine
Giardina
relieved Graham in the third
inning, and he was not very
sharp
either.
Giardina
allowed six hits, two earned
runs and two walks in 3.2
innings. Wednesday's loss
was also the first game this
season that UCF's pitchers
didn't strikeout at least 10
batters. They finished with
seven.
Jacksonville's
starting
pitcher, Garrett Dunlap, also
didn't make it out of the third
inning, but he was supported
by some solid relief pitching.
Glenn Witkowski (1-0) was
the first of four Jacksonville
relievers to see playing time.
He pitched two scoreless
innings and struck out four
Knights.
The Knights had 14 hits on
the night, and six players had
at least two hits, led by
Auer's three.
Tuesday's outcome wasn't
very pretty, but it was much
more positive for the Knights
as they broke a 4-4 tie in the
bottom of the eighth inning
to earn the victory.
Lara opened the inning
with an opposite-field double to the wall in right field.
Josh Siebenaler followed by
putting down a bunt that
moved Lara up to third base
with one out. Dwayne Bailey
then hit a 1-1 pitch off the end
of his bat toward first base.
Fortunately for the Knights,
the 45-foot ground ball
stayed fair, allowing Lara to
cross home plate with fists
pumping.
Lara was even more excited during the top of the
ninth, when he threw out
Stewart Kelly trying to steal
second base. UCF closer
Justin Weiss responded to

that great defensive play on
his next pitch: a fastball that
blew by Tony Bernazard to
clinch the win.
"I finally threw somebody
out. I mean, God, it took me a
while," Lara said. " ... It was
huge, it picked us up and on
the very next pitch, Justin
just smoked him. It was actually a gorgeous way to win. It
was awesome."
Tuesday's triumph represented the second straight
game in which the Knights
scored the game-winning
run in the bottom of the
eighth inning after they
pulled the same trick against
Central Michigan on Sunday.
Austin Hudson (1-0)
earned the win in relief. He
pitched two innings, allowed
one hit, one unearned run
and struck out three batters.
Jacksonville's Steven Eagerton (0-1) allowed the run in
the eighth inning and was
tagged with the loss.
But the Knights' eighth
straight win to start the season didn't begin well as Ferreira, Fleming and Thomas
Myers - three hitters who
have a batting average more
than .340 this season greeted UCF starting pitcher
Mitch Houck with three hard
hits that scored two runs.
But after that first inning,
Houck settled down as he
started to throw his curveball and changeup for strikes.
He allowed just two hits over
his next five innings. Houck
also had a stretch in which
he struck out five of six batters from the second to
fourth innings.
"I actually felt bad for
[Jacksonville] because the
way he was throwing ... that's
Major League stuff," Lara
said about Houck. "He was
sick."
The Knights loaded the
bases in the second inning
with no outs on a single and

two walks. The next batter,
Siebenaler, drove in the
Knights' first run with a RBI
groundout. Bailey followed
with a run-scoring single to
right field.
One batter later, Colin
Arnold lined a single into left
field to gain a 3-2 lead for
UCF.
An unearned run in each
of the sixth and seventh
innings gave the lead back to
the Dolphins at 4-3, but
Shane Brown hit his first collegiate home run in the bottom of the seventh to tie the
score at 4-4 and set up the
late-inning drama.
Brown was the lone
Knight to have more than
one hit in the game. He is filling in for first baseman Kiko
Vazquez, who is out with a
fractured
forearm
and
arguably is the Knights' best
offensive player. But Brown
has done a great job at the
plate this season, leading the
team with a .467 batting average and 12 RBIs.
"I'm just having fun, I'm
relaxed and everything's
going good right now,"
Brown said. "I'm keeping my
approach (at the plate), I'm
seeing the ball good and
everything's working right
now."
Tuesday's win wasn't all
gold for the Knights, as they
left 10 runners on base and
committed three errors. In
its first seven games of the
year, UCF committed more
than one error just once;
they have committed nine
errors in the past two games
and have left 25 runners on
base.
The Knights will open a
three-game home series
tonight against Monmouth
(1-2). Tonight's game is
scheduled to start at 6:30.
First pitch for Saturday's and
Sunday's game is scheduled
for lp.m.

Place Classifieds

ONLINE
in the
c!entraf 31odba 3f=utui-e

for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

When you need help ...
\i, UCF Victim Services
Options • Advocacy • Education

Our services include: ·
• Crisis Intervention
• Emotional Support & Practical Assistance
• Infonnation and Referral

• Education and Training
• Volunteer Opportunities

All services free of charge and confidential.

A UCF victim advocate is available 24/7
After hours, weekends, and holidays please call the
Communications Center at 407-823-5555.
Victim Services now has 2 locations:
Main Office: 407-823-2425,
Monday - Thursday 8 AM - 6 PM, Friday 8 AM - 3 PM
SHC 106: 407-823-6069,
Monday - Thursday l0:30am-6pm, Friday Closed

www.victimservices.ucf.edu

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTIONll!
BOX LUNCHES. l'LA HERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a
delivery charge per item.

FREEBIES

•

(SOBS & CLOSS OIJLV)

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano.

•
•

I
,

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK~
4647 S. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD.

2258 W. INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY BLVD.

927 BEVILLE RD.

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

386.304.0104

386.253.2811

386.304.7740

407.275.5911

PORT ORANGE

DAYTONA BEACH

SOUTH DAYTONA

ORLANDO

..
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UCF alumnus turns shoes
into art with acrylic paint
WILLIAM RICHARDS
Staff Writer

UCF alumnus Chris Campbell's
business is to keep art unique by
painting on shoes instead of canvas.
Campbell said before he started
his company, Diversitile, he was
always trying to find a way to
express his art in different ways.
His search for an alternative outlet
of expression eventually led him to
painting on sneakers.
'With these shoes, you can wear
your ideas ana the artwork we create," Campbell said. "Just like a
painting that you can take with
you." .
Campbell started his custom
clothing business a year and three
months ago, when he decided to
team up with artists Richard
Gordon, Mark Thor and John
Terramoccia.
Since then, Diversitile has
customized shoes for WiLD
98.7's DJ Orlando, Rhea ofLRG's
Luxirie clothing line and a German rapper named Kino.
Diversitile's work has also
made its way into boutiques such as
Culture Kings in Orlando and The
Remix in Rockledge.
Currently, the majority of
Campbell's clients come from
Diversitile's MySpace page. Diversitile.com is scheduled to launch
today.
Campbell wears a white wristband that reads "heart" on one side
with the Nike symbol on the other.

"They say wear your heart on
your sleeve; I wear it on my wrist,"
Campbell said "The N'Ike symbol is
kind of a coincidence."
Campbell said that the
wristband reminds him of
lessons he's learned from
his business mentors.
"You have to have a
dream to accomplish what
you want to get accomplished," Campbell said.
"My dream is in my heart."
While creating his art,
Campbell said he thinks of the
colors and designs more than
the way a piece of clothing fits
someone's body.
His favorite shoes are his per- ·
sonal Tupac Makavelis. The shoe's
black-panther design consists of
bronze, baby blue, dark blue, black
and white.
"They're really clean." Campbell
said. "I did one shoe three months
before the other one, but they still
came out pretty good"
Campbell picked Makavelis
because there were no panels on
the shoes. That gave him free reign
to do whatever he wanted with
them.
"I was like, Wow - a canvas,"'
Campbell said.
Color has always been important to Campbell, from his early artPLEASE SEE
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Students stock up on Spring Break fashions
PATRICIA WEIGEL
Staff Writer

10,000B.C.
(PG-13) 11:55a, 12:30p, 1:00, 1:25, 2:30, 3:15, 4:00;
4:35, 5:05, 6:50,7:20, 8:00, 8:30, 9:35, 10:00, 10:25,
11 :00, 11 :50, 12:lSa, 12:50

The Bank Job
(R) 1:10p, 4:15,7:40, 10:40

College Road Trip
(G) 12:00p, 12:50, 2:25, 2:50, 4:25, 4:55, 7:00, 7:30,
9:45, 10:10, 11:45, 12:lOa

The Other Boleyn Girl
(PG-13) 12:55p, 3:55, 7:35, 10:45

Penelope
(PG) 1:lOp, 4:20, 7:55, 10:20

Semi-Pro
(R) 12:0Sp, 12:35, 2:15, 2:45, 4:30,5:00, 7:10, 8:10,
9:50, 10:30, 12:0Sa

Be Kind Rewind
(PG-13) 12:45p, 3:50, 6:45, 9:55, 12:lSa

Charlie Bartlett
(R) 2:30p, 4:50

Vantage Point
(R) 12:10p, 12:25, 2:40, 5:10, 7:25, 8:05, 9:45, 10:35,
12:lSa

Definitely,Maybe
(PG-13) 4:10p, 10:50
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes:
12:50p, 7:50

Jumper
(PG-13) 1:15p, 4:40, 7:45, 10:15, 12:40a

The Spiderwick Chronides
(PG) 12:lSp, 2:35,4:50, 7:10, 9:30

Step Up 2 the Streets
(PG-13) 1:0Sp, 4:45, 7:05, 10:05, 12:35a

FoorsGokl
(PG-13) 12:lOp,2:55,7:15, 10:05

Welcome Home Roscoe Jenkins
(PG-13) 12:40p, 4:05, 6:55, 9:40, 12:45a
-Listingsfurfriday,Mard17

0THETUBE
8 p.m. VHl Celebrity Rehab With Dr. Drew
Start off your Spring Break by watching
celebs with addictions to drugs and alcohol
as they participate in an Outward Bound
Program and return home to their families in
the season finale ofthis reality show.

GDIMWUGll:llfltit
9 p.m. National Geographic Channel Man
Among Bears
Bear expert Ben Kilham tries to prove that
black bears are more social and intelligent
than scientists believe as he interacts with
them in the woods in New Hampshire. What
a brave soul.

CiUMHl~tJAA:@
10 p.m. TV I.and Beetlejuice

t

That time of year has
finally come. That's right,
Spring Break is upon us. It is
a time to live it up either at
the beach, on the ski slopes
or in bed until noon.
The sad part, for many of
us, is that our years of a
week-long Spring Break are
numbered. Our days in the
sun will one day be substituted with careers and other
things that will leave us reminiscing about how good the
old times were. But, as long
as we still have it, why not
make Spring Break fashion. able?
Once again, we are
brought to another benefit
of being a Floridian: we live ·
where people vacation.
Along with that comes
something that is not so fabulous; that is the wardrobe
of many of the tourists. With
tropical-patterned, buttondown shirts, fanny packs and
funky sunburns, they are
easy to spot. Hopefully, the
fashionistas of UCF will not
fall prey to the evils that
plague their fellow travelers.
Although senior communicative sciences and disorders · major Brittany Diamond will be venturing
quite a distance from the
place she calJs home, she
will still be keeping things
stylish.
"I'm going to New York,
so I am going to be wearing
winter clothes instead of
summer clothes," she said.
If she was in Florida, she
said, she would definitely
stay true to the shorts and
tanks that are staples of her
summer wardrobe.
Arlenys Nunez, a communicative disorders major,
plans to stay in Orlando. She
may not be traveling as far as
Diamond this year, but she's
prepared for her plans to hit
the amusement parks and
the beach. Her most important accessory is sunglasses
- preferably oversized and
black.
Junior Cara Wilson is
going to Key West this
Spring Break.
She said "cute
floppy hats"

•">•
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PHOTOS BY PATRICIA WEIGEL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Cara Wilson, left, is spending her Spring Break in Key West where she plans on wearing cute, floppy hats to stay fashionable. Arlenys Nunez plans on staying in Orlando for Spring Break,
but will stay fashionable with black, oversized sunglasses. No matter what your plans for the break may be, it's a time to relax and enjoy different spring styles.

are what she will be wearing
to keep her break fashionable. Wilson said that she
had not been able to pick up
a few other staples that will
help her vacation in style,
but cover-ups and bathing
suits are definitely on her
list.

Beetlejuice! Beetlejuice! Beetlejuice! Spend
your Sunday night watching this dark
comedy directed byTim Burton. The"Ghost
With the Most'' is sure to entertain you as he
tries to rid a deceased couple's home of
obnoxious pests.

Spring Break is a great
time to relax and recuperate
after midterm stress, so
show off that great tan with
the perfect outfit and kick
back like this is your last
week of freedom. And
remember, the best part of
being well-dressed this
Spring Break is being able to
look back on the pictures
years later and reminisce without
thinking,
'What was I
wearing?"

MARCH 8 & 9 ONLY!

FORY

e;@miMMJtm1t•)tr..,:r·;n~
9 p.m ABC October Road

It's a double feature! In the second-season
finale, Eddie's ex-girlfriend Rory (Stacy
Keibler), who broke his heart years ago,
shows up in Knightsridge to reconnect with
him, causing problems in his relationship
with Janet. Then Hannah is arrested for
assaulting Ray's ex-wife, which could
jeopardize her engagementto Ray. Also, Nick
is offered a great job, which would take him •
away from Knightsridge and his ailing father
and a previous action by a member ofthe
gang leads to aviolent confrontation. This
show rocks because Laura Prepon (Donna
from That 70s Show) is on it.

fw~®[n](Q]~ ~ f(film~~i

$1hffir@ ldhl® ~rm~~

All LANE BRYANT locations in the
Greater.Orlando and Tampa areas...
Please call 407 .275.9118
for the nearest LANE BRYANT location.

tff
ib41@iMd>tiiilNi·1i!''·t8
9 p.m. The CW One Tree Hill
Let the drama consume you as you watch
this episode! On the eve oftheir impending
nuptials, Lucas and Lindsey try to help a
couple who are facing problems.Meanwhile,
three old faces return to town,among them
Rachel. Brooke has to deal with Victoria.

*AA•l~@•tfi&MiMIF
..
9 p.m. FoxAmeriwn Idol
They have narrowed the show down to the
final 12 contestants; now one of them must
go. Who will be the first hopeful singer .
booted? Tune in to see!
- COMPILED BY JAMIE SALMASIAN

BILLBOARD
TOP 5 ALBUMS:

..
•
•
•

Artist/ rrtte I Label
1. Janet/ DisdplineI Island
2. Erykah Badu / New

Amerykah: Part One (4th
World War) I Universal
Motown

3. Jack Johnson/ Sleep
"1rough "1e Static I Brushfire
4. Webbie / Savage Life I

Asylum

\ Alicia Keys/ As I Am I BMG

. 11:o

LANE BRYANT
Shop 24fT at tanebryaillcom

Siles 14·28
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Float showcases diversity
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

St. Patrick's Day gettogethers have officially been
saved. Flogging Molly's new
album Float has been
released just in time for the
festivities, promising to bring
a new dose of Irish-tinged
punk rock to a record store
near you. Fl.oat is the fourth
studio release for the Los
Angeles natives and has
already been praised as one
of this year's best albums.
The music appearing on
Fl.oat is especially significant
for the band members, as the
record coincided with lead
singer Dave King's return to
Ireland and marked the first
album that the band had
recorded in King's beautiful
homeland.
One of Flogging Molly's
attributes that helps a listener
pinpoint their sound comes
from diverse instrumentation. In addition to the normal setup, the band incorporates
the
accordion,

Flogging Molly
Album: Float

***·.

Label: Side One Dummy

Available Now

concertina, mandolin, banjo
and bouzouki into its music
for a sound that is uniquely
its own. Their consistent
ability to grab audience
members during live shows
is only half of the glory that
makes the musicians so popular. Fl.oat blends both old
and new songs, bringing back
"Float," "Requiem for a
DYliJ.g Song'' and "Between a
Man and a Woman." Ifyou're

looking to preview the album
before you purchase it, be ·
sure to check out "(No More)
Paddy's Lament" and "Us of
Lesser Gods." The two songs
represent _the juxtaposition of
melodic styles that appear
most on the release. "The
Story So Far" takes things
down a bit with a more mellow finish to the album. Fans
of Dropkick Murphys and
The Pogues should check out
Fl.oat.
Flogging Molly will be
playing tonight at House of
Blues as part of their Green 17
tour with support from The
Reverend Peyton's Big Damn
Band and Cherry Cokes. Tickets are $19 for general admission. Check availability, as
tickets may only be available
at the box office since it is the
day of the show. For more
information on the band and
their current tour, check out
www.floggingmolly.com.
Send questions, comments
and album uggestions to
AmandaKShapiro@gmaiLcom

..,

and Race Book

LOOKING FOR ACTION?
LIVE JAi-ALAi -

NOW THRU MARCH!
MATINEES-THURS, SAT & SUN
EVENINGS-THURS, FRI & SAT
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College Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

This Ad Good

For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance) "

Call (407) 339-6221
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Bank Job does heist right; Games creates victims
tear them apart.
Scheduled to open at the ·
Regal Wmter Park Village 20
next Friday.

WILLIAM GOSS
StaffWriter

:The Bank lob
;DIRECTOR: Roger Donaldson
STARS: Jason Statham,
.Saffron ~urrows
ill.

i"

DIRECTOR: Roger Kumble
STARS: Martin Lawrence,
Raven-Symone, Do_nny ·
Osmond

****·

.* ....

While not as akin to The
'Jtalian Job as appearances
;may lead you to believe, this
,Jason Statham heist flick is
'm ore of a, dare I say, old-fash:ioned and fairly solid contri:bution to the subgenre.
· •I nspired by the true-life
:uoyds Bank robbery of 1971,
'. S tatham's gang go after safety
'.d eposit boxes that contain not
·only much wealth but also
many secrets that parties on
either side of the law would
be very eager to reacquire.
The overlapping agendas
pre-robbery are nearly over.whelming, but screenwriters
'D ick Cle~ent and Ian La Fre-,
:nais . ensure that all plot
•threads pay off in decent
:fashion while director Roger
:Donaldson keeps an eye on
~he players and convincing
;period d~tail.
Opens in theaters every'where today.

.•

•

College Road Trip

'{:ity of Men

Martin Lawrence uses
tasers on people! Asian
tourists sing karaoke! Swine
get hyperactive! RavenSymone chugs half her weight
in motor oil! People use tasers
on Martin Lawrence! Donny
Osmond belts out showtunes!
There is no God!
Okay, so the motor oil part
may not be true, and College
Road Trip might not even be
the year's worst film - thank
you, Witless Protection - but
this still makes for one downright majestic display of cinematic ineptitude. Just keep
telling yourself, it's only a
movie...
Opens in theaters everywhere today.

· Funny Games

.

•

Cramming all of the most
,potent elements . of 2002's
·xightfully acclaimed City of
:God, this capper to the inter~im miniseries by the same
,name manages to condense
:and contract everything that
:made its predecessor a rich
portrait of Brazilian slum life
into a far more contrived and
melodramatic follow-up, as
two best friends - one who
never knew his father, the
other who has just become
one himself - find themselves caught in a gang war
that, of course, threatens to .

10,000 B.C.
LIONSGATE

The Bank Job, starring Jason Statham and Saffron Burrows, is the story of the true-life Lloyds Bank robbery of 1971.Terry Leather (Statham)
and his gang pull a heist for some bank deposit boxes, but what's inside is sought by others on both sides of the law. Opens today.

exhilarating antics.
· entirely with their combined .
and equally effortless talents.
Scheduled to open at the
Opens at the Enzian Theater.
Regal Wmter Park Village 20
today.
next Friday.

DIRECTOR: Bharat Nalluri
STARS: Frances McDormand,
Amy Adams, Ciaran Hinds

****·

**· .•

Also playing ...

Miss Pettigrew lives Steep .
DIRECTOR: Mark Obenhaus
fora Day
STARS: Doug Coombs, Chris

DIRECTOR: Michael Haneke
STARS: Naomi Watts, Tim
Roth, Michael Pitt, Brady
Corbet, Devon Gearhart

'DIRECTOR: Paulo Morelli
:SJARS: Douglas Silva, Darlan
· :Cunha .·

WARNER BROS. PICTURES

Steven·Strait as D'Leh, a young hunter who
has found his heart's passion - the
beautiful Evolet- in the movie 10,000 B.C.

***·· .

Controversial
director
Desperate for employMichael Haneke's Englishlanguage remake of his own ment in pre-WWII London,
home invasion thriller brings the eponymous governess
with it a more well-known (Frances McDormand) helps
cast producer Naomi herself to a job opportunity
Watts give her all to the role and inadvertently becomes
social
secretary
and
. bf matriarch-cum-victim and a commentary on the boyfriend juggler to actress
Lafosse
(Amy
role of violence in entertain- Delysia
ment that seems even more Adams).
However flimsy the story
ripe and relevant now than it
was 10 years prior. Buttons itself may be, the movie
are pushed, patience is tested works best as a charming
anq rules are broken, enough showcase in what happens
so that everyone here , when you give two fine
becomes a victim, audienc;e actresses a chance to play off
included; all at the hands of one another, to make lines
Haneke and his frustrating, pop and sets . glow almost

Artists customize acces.s ories
FROM

"f.

•

A9

work to his Diversitile proj- ·
ects.
Campbell said he always
looks for different color patterns and color combinations
'on the road, at stores, every- ·
,where.
"Something that's kind of
'different," Campbell said,
,"like a nice ice blue with tan
.or brown."
Campbell said colors are
what get people's attention,
and he puts a lot of thought
into what colors go where.
He is excited to work on
Nike Supremes in the future
,because the whole shoe is
leather, from the bottom sole
to the lace lock, even the interior. That means that Diversi.:.
tile can customize the entire
shoe.
"They're kind of expensive," Campbell said, "but the
mobility with· that shoe is
'. exciting for me."
.In the FAQ section of
·Diversitile's MySpace page, it
says they customize all sorts
of shoes, as long as they're not
patent leather or suede.

COURTESY OIVERSITILE.COM

C~pbell's
company
works with acrylic paint,
paint _brushes, calligraphy
pens and sometimes glitter to
create their art.
"We can even make the
shoes look like wood with a
burn tool," Campbell said
Typically, a client contacts
Diversitile through the Internet to suggest or inquire
about a shoe design. The
artists use a design template
to create a sketch of what the

client wants. Once the client
is happy with the artist's concept, Diversitile. artists create
the shoe, completing the
design in five to 15 business
days.
·
Diversitile has also begun
putting its art on accessories
such as belts, purses and wallets.
"Customized wallets are
popular in New York," Campbell said. "People like custom
wallets, and we're kind of
stepping on to that also, to be
diverse."
Campbell said the paten. tial of his business also pushes him.
"If you look at all industries, they're all coming out
· with ways to make people
more individualized," he
said. "That's how our generation is."
Campbell said if he works
hard to develop his business
now, he'll already be in a place
to receive more customers in
the future.
To fmd out more about
Campbell, Diversitile's artists
and customized clothing, visit
Diversitile.com.

Straight Teeth,
No Braces™

,~~-~~-~-----~~' . $l50 OFF
l

Comprehensive lnvisalign' Treatment

1
I

L------~~~------J
•

•
•
•
Chicken caesar

$5.75

Chicken Crave
Chicken Breast
Turkey
Club
Philly Steak

$5.75
$550
$5.50
$5,75
$5.7S
SS.50
$5.50
$S.50

Roast Beef
Blad< Forest Ham
A5'orted
(Ham with RoastBttf orTurkey)

Souvlakl
Gyro
Tuna
B.L.T.

•

$5.75
$5.75
55.50
$5.25

Davenport, Shane Mcconkey,
Andrew Mclean

***·.

Are you down for a 90minute screensaver of extreme

DIRECTOR: Roland Emmerich
STARS: Steven Strait, Camilla
Belle

The latest effects-driven
skiing .f ootage, interrupted by
opus from the director of Indethe occasional talking head?
pendence Day, The Day After
Then do we have a movie for
Tomorrow and Stargate was not
you! Mark Oberhaus' docu- screened in time for most press
mentary boasts some admitted- deadlines across the country, a
ly gorgeous vistas ~d views, studio strategy that rarely, if
but the adrenaline junkies ever, bodes well.
·
showcased can only come up
with so many words to
Universal classics
describe the ultimate thrill of
The AMC Universal Cinebounding down the steepest plex continues its recent revival
sides of whichever mountains of classic films with this week's
they can stick their skis on.
showings of Jurassic Park and
Tentatively opens at the Regal Some Like It Hot. For more
Wmter Park Village 20 today.
information, call 4-07-354-3374.

Comedian delivers laughs
BILLIE HARTL
Staff Writer

It's not very often that I
fmd myself laughing out loud
for an extended period of
time; to the point that my
roommates have to check on
me to make sure I haven't lost
mymind.
Perennially·single comedienne Chelsea Handler's first
book, M,y Horizontal Life: A
· Collection of One-Night
Stands, defmitely kept n;i.e
chuckling.
Handler, the star of Girl.$
Behaving Badly and the host
of Chelsea Lately, delivers
sexual anecdotes, complete
with the. juicy details few
people would actually admit.
She's kind of like Carrie Bradshaw of Sex and the City if she
would have admittea she was
a slut and stopped overanalyzing everything.
Handler presents sex in .a
funny and real way that most
people can relate to. She
doesn't sugarcoat the awkwardness that often accom·panies the act.
·
·
• From a rendezvous with

·. Chelsea Handler
My Horizontal life: A Colledion of
One-Night Stands

****·
an extremely well-endowed
black man in her parents'
house to a crazy night in
Mexico with a midget, Handler has done it - and them
.:_ all. Although Handler
slept with her fair .·share of
guys throughout the book,
there were also a lot of misadventures that left her run-

ning for the hills.
What makes the book
even better is that Handler is
extremely smart, witty and a
great writer to boot. She 'has a
conversational writing style
that makes the reader feel as
though she's personally
filling them in on her scandalous life.
.
Throughout the book
Handler does not apologize
for her promiscuity, but she
does experience an epiphany
in the last chapter. Handler
realizes that there's more to
life than sex with strangers
and expresses her wish to
fmd a man to settle down
with. I would have expected
that ending from almost anyone else, but I really didn't
think she would end the book
on such a cliche note.
·
Handler also has a new
book out titled Are You There,
Vodka? It's Me, Chelsea,
which is another memoir of
various hilarious episodes
from her life.
Handler's books are a
· great quick read to bring on
an airplane or the beach during Spring Break.

Behind Applebees 011 Universlty Blvd
Orlando Fl 32819
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
·www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In pe~on: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

PAYMENT METHODS

VISA, MC, AMEX,
·Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. ·F ri. for Mon. ·issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
~

100
125
150
175
200
225
2S0
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Tune
Help Wanted: Full-Tune
Business Opportunities ·
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roonvnates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

C

32S
350
375
400
500

C
C

B
B
B
A
A
B

~-

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announwnents
A

600 Traver

B
B

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B

B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A

RateB

Rate(

$8
$S

$}2
$8

$}8
$}2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and,East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

~·-

100
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Order Takers - Major telecomm
company is now hiring competitve
individuals. Full training and
advancement opportunities available.
Earn $400-800 a week. Call Laurie
today (702) 671-0042
Florida Sheriffs Youth Camp Job Fair
Counselors & Food Service
EOE/DFWP
March 9, 12pm-4pm Barberville
386-749-9999 youthranches.org
Flyer distribution people and pressure
washer needed. Must have
transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

Exp. babysitter for 7 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborri in Alt. Spgs. Must be avail.
during summer. Afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a +.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. Ref req.

Need Servers. Experience. required.
Apply within Goodfella's in the Publix
Plaza on Alafaya & 50. Reliable
delivery drivers also needed.

Kennel position open. Please call or
fax resume 407-645-1970 or
407-645-0834 (f) or come into office to
fill out application.
Direct Marketing: make $60-1 00/day
in comm. Flex sched! Work any day(s) Mon-Fri. Transportation provided!
No exp nee., will train! Must have
good attitude,& be enthusiastic &
dependable! Call NOW 407-860-4869
APXAlarm
Hiring Sales Rep
$14.00 per hour
call Jordan 407-492-7843

SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Counselors/Supervisors for summer
recreation program 6/09/08-8/01 /08 for
children ages 5-14. WSI/Lifeguard and
Maintenance Aides (5/08-9/08). Exp.
desirable. City of Plantation (west of
Ft. Lauderdale) 400 NW 73 Ave.,
Plantation, FL 33317 or download
application at www.plantation.org
Laboratory Associate needed for a
biotech research company in UCF
Research Park.
Responsibilities: lab cleaning,
maintaining lab supplies, solution and
buffer prep, maintain equipment, aid in
research
Requirements: have or working on a
degree in life sciences, minimum of 2
general life science labs
Contact: Jessica Bates
jnhs@vaxdesign com
AUDITIONS
Actors needed. Online Video Ads.
Women, Men, English or Spanish.
Audition reading sample script from
teleprompter. Selected earn
$75 - $100 hr. Call for next
Audition location, times, and
directions. By Appointment Only.
Gall (407) 246-4506.
Digital Video Studios, Inc.
Salesperson for Janitorial Company in
the Orlando Metro area. Salary plus
commission 407-359-2743 or
407-929-4863

WANTED: Camp Counselors
limber Ridge Camp is a
Co-ed
overnight camp seeking, fun , energetic
staff, to work with
children for the
summer. Top salary and travel
allowance. 800-258-2267
www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol:com

Summer Jobs
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18' and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Pickup/SUV a + but not
required for deliveries & valid drivers
license/proof of insurance.
Call 407-701-1245
Big Brain Work! Computer Science,
Math, & Engineering Majors Wanted:
PT/FT. Applied Research Associates.
Please email cfdjobs@ara.com

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
**'www.dogdayafternoon.net*** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

Central Florida Locations

MODELS NEEDED
Females 18+ for various types of
modeling work. Avg. $500-$1000+/wk
Call Eric for interview at 321-746-6335

Your Career Starts Here!

Consulting
Sales

407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

Nanny/Assistant
Person w/ childcare exp. to work PT
in Windermere Home on M-W-Th
{11:45-6:00) Send resume to
amy.ricketts@techlogic.biz

PIT accounting intern/admin needed
immediately for CPA Firm.
$7.25 p/h , 15-30 h/wk. Email
susanhoskins@hbcpaonline.com
Janitorial and Floor Tech·part-time in
the Oviedo and Orlando Airport areas.
Evenings 5 days a week. Call
407-359-2743 or 407-529-5133

Mom's Helper in my Winter
Park hQme. must love kids, dogs,
cats & be avail in summer too. Exp
& references req'd. (407) 647 6773
lltplante@msn.com

SALES/OFFICE ASSISTANT
NEEDED FOR SUMMER!
Assistant to Advertising Director as
well as office management duties!
Previous office experience preferred.
Perfect for hard working and
responsible student looking to gain
experience!
$8/hr. ph.is bonus potential
Email resume and availabilty to
trishai@knightnewspapers.com

BOOKSTORE MANAGER Full lime
Gray's College Bookstore is looking
to hire the best college bookstore ,
manager in the state of Florida! Weare looking for an energetic, positive;
and motivated person to manage oui;.
newest bookstore, opening in the
UCF area this spring.
•
Applicants should have completed
two years of college classes with at•
least two years retail management :
experience although all interested
parties are encouraged to apply.
College bookstore management or ·
work experience a definite plus.
Salary negotiable and commensurate
with experience.
If interested, please send a cover
letter and resume, via email to:
jlanier@graysbooks.com. Applicants
may also mail their resumes to:
Bookstore Manager, 541 O Boran
Place, Tampa, FL 33610 or fax them
to: 813~386-1 398. Any questions,
please call 813-990-7008.

.i\ll!'
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·_·._-._ & fTeynolds

Dillards
~he City of Oviedo is hiring lifeguards and water
safety instructors to fill summer positions!
Great pay - greatbenefits!
Staff will earn $8.50- $9.SOperhour
and have access to all City Recreational facilities for FREE!!
That means: FREE fitness room, FREE rockwall, FREE
racquetball/tennis courts, FREE skatepark.
We wilf work around class schedules and
you ~ould work up to 40 hours per week!

The Style of Your Life.

l' lh,n1.•: i,.;1111-657-048-4
h11;1il: .inJ,:-, 'ti

r1.') r..:~ .l..°tllll

12-We~k Summer
Internship Program

Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
consdous Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
with one of the nation's largest fashion apparel retailers.

For consideration, please forward resume by mail to
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, FL 32771
Or fax to 407-302-3603.

•

Nebraska Book Company
\

AH applicants must be currently certified lifeguards t~rough ARC
or in the process ofobtaining certifications. Instructors on-staff
are able to recertify & update CPR.

www.reyrey.com

L<>I .

WEB www.nebook.jobs
EML recruiting @nebook.com

GROW your career with Nebraska Book Company
We have opportunities coast to coast in our college bookstores,
wholesale textbook operations, computer services,
and e-commerce solutions.

DONATE BLOOD· FOR LOCAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND RECEIVE
$200 . PER DONATION
.

the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.
As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells
hours. In appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $200 per

•

•
•
•

UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge Stunning 4/2
Available 05/5/08 $1500/month
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622
Big 5BD/3BA 2 story 3,800 sf 1/2 ac"
fenced backyard Rouse & Univ. Lawn
service incl. $2000 407-592-2043

Available August 1st
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
$975/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
Waterford Lakes:
L,arge waterfront homes & townhomes
3 , 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
Starting at $650/mo- Twnlimes 1 flli to
UCF All appl. incl W/D, lots of
upgrades, avail now. Call Jim Payne at
Colqwell Banker 407-592-3801
1 MONTH FREE! Beautiful 1/ 1 condo
for rent located 1 mile from UCF on
Alafaya. Brand new appl incl W/D.
Only $700/mo Please call 305-785B456 or email dor214@msn.com

Lifeguard• Ride Operator• Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food & Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
.Shop Assistance and more!

companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in

~
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FOR RENT:
[~ Homes

.,

'"

The following Positions:

VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research

on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Each dol")ation lasts approximately 3-4

EARN $2300 per Month
Work 15 Hours per Week
Call Now Free 3 minute recorded
message
888 558-1437
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.CO,,ll
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
CIiek on Surveys.

19)
~

,.,

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

4

donation.
l_),

For more information or ~o volunteer. for this study, please vjsit

www.vaxdesign.com/donors ,
or contact us at 407-249-3651 / donors@vaxdesign.com.

This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, Inc., (CRRI), a Maryland corporation, Columbia Gateway Drive, Columb§, MD 21046.

Hpptg

now:

Call: Job Lin~ (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345- 1005
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1 B/1 B Condo in UPTOWN ,
ALTAMONTE!
Close to UCF, Downtown, and easy 1. 4 access. Pets and Couples
OK. Call James at 321-695-3756.

••

UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net

..

'Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds
Charming studio apartment for rent.
Lake, pool, brand new cabinets &
applfances, granite counter tops, .huge
enclosed p~tio,, Travertine tile in bath,
great location! For pictures and more
information: http://www.callallc.blogspot.com 407-695-1945

Female roommate needed
In Pegasus Landing, Phase 3. 2bedroom on first floor. Available
now through Aug 1, 2008. Large
10x13 ft bedroom with private
bathroom. I'll pay the $426
application fee and rent through
the end of Marchi Call :f21 -5019782.

Renter (Male or Female)
needed to tak~ over 2008-2009
academic year lease at Pegasus
Landing beginning Aug 22, 2008.
2, 3 and 4 bed units available. I'll
pay your application fee and first
month's rent. Call 321-501-9782

Room for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. room, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 407-718-2445

Furn·i shed Room for Rent CLEAN, QUIET, Utllltles Included
on Bus Line, phone Included,
from $110/wk. 407-677-8920

Roomates Wanted for Beautiful, Quiet, ·
4/3 Furnished Home, Untilities
Included, $500-$700 per month, call
Evan at 321-278-:1418

ROOM FOR RENT!
in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, utilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
to UCF! $550/mo (954)-649-4933
Roommate to Share a 2/2.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month Call 407-310:6583

2 rooms avail. in nice and quiet 4/2.5
behind UCF. $425/mo all util incl. Non
smokin~. non drinking. 407-509-4737

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
• pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

1 Responsible Roommate
wanted to share FANTASTIC 4/2.5
home In Oviedo. Mins from UCF.
Lake, yard, his Internet. Private
room, bathroom and living area.
All util incl. Females Only $600/mo
Call Carlee 321-749-0507

Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080

1 rm to rent. Share w/ 2 M roomates
in 4/3 w/ pool next to bike trl, off
University. $485 split util, wireless &
satelite. C_ali Roy at 407/982-0135.

F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF.
$550/mo most utllltles and internet
Included. Please Call 954-436-8924

Room for rent, off Dean. Pool, hot tub,
pool table, gym, digital cable,WIFI, and
all util incld. Available now! $525. Cali
Kristian @ 407-970-9799.

Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990
.

Townhouse to share. Close to
UCF/Waterford. W/D, Sat tv/
internet/Pool. $45Q+ 1/3 util.
407-797-2544

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

..

Roommate wanted: Orie female non
smoker for the third bedroom of a
brand new townhouse in Walden
Chase (5 min from campus).
Unit includes: Swimming pool,
furniture (excluding bedroom fwniture),
appliance incl. washer/dryer
Rent: $550 per month including
utilities, cable, & wireless internet.
CALL 407-925-2937
1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable_. minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com
Awesome rooms avail .NOW and for
Falil
Ali utilities included! Don't miss outl
RentUCF@yahoo.com
Need 1 or 2 Roomates· to share
3BD/2BA hm, 2 Blocks from UCF,
Current Male Student living there, $450
+ util/room. Call George 702-416-4159
Rooms avail in 3 beautiful homes close
to UCF. One with pool, some master
suites avail. All util incl. Ranging from
$500-$650/mo. Avail ASAP, or lease
for Fall. rentucf@yahoo.com or call
913-908-8185

1 bed, 1 bath apart. May-mid-Aug
sublease. $5991!!! ~ .5 miles from UCF
& pet friendly!!! call for info - 571-6416982 .

2/2 AVAILABLE ASAP IN VILLA
VALENCIA. 1200 sq.ft. $1005/month.
W/D in unit. 3rd floor, gated, garage
and valet trash (both optional). NEED
TO SUBLEASE ASAP. Call Liz. 813846~0291.

...

2 roommates needed for lakefront
3/2 home with boat and Jet ski. 20
min from campus. Move In 3/8.
$550/month Call Austin 803-984-6733
Girl's 3/3 avail In newest phase of
Pegasus Landing right across UCF.
Shuttle Incl. $400/mo o.b.o utll Incl.
Avilll. ASAP Call 407-879-5350

$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pools, close to campus, Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

,

2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgrades ~nd amenities. Contact
954-444-3854 or 407-319-5538
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Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

5
7

9

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

4
7
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Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

7

5 6

3

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

8

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 $mall freshwater
duck
5 Follow secretly
9 Lingers
14 New Haven .
school
15 Ancient Peruvian
16 Legislative rider
17 Displaced
19 Valerie Harper
sitcom
20Run
21 Christmas
burner
23 Profit's opposite
25 Neither's partner
26 Papal emissary
30 Attribute to
35 Sun-lit
courtyards
36 Construct
37 Lyric poem
38 Counterfeit
39 Poet Alighieri
40 Entreaty
41 Pouchlike
structure
42 Funnyman
Feldman
43 Ostriches' kin
44 Jerkwater
46 Contused state
47 Soclal Insect
48 Downpour
50 Singer Etheridge
54 Shine lustrously
59 On one's toes
60 2/14 love token
62 Dwelling
63 Smell
64 Racetrack
numbers
65 Landed estate
66 Impresses
greatly
67 Nuisance
DOWN
1 Keyboard goof
2 Lawman Wyatt
3 Toward the
sheltered side
4 Lascivious look
5 Step cautiously
6 Feeds the kitty
7 Chill
8 Noblewoman
9 Military leader

© 2008 TrtbOnQ- Media Servh;:.,&. J~.
AU rlgh1s reserved.

10 Stick
11 False god
12 Commotion
13 Unforeseen
obstacle
18 Mediterranean
republic
22 Remus or Sam
24 Stroll jauntily
26 Cowboy's rope
27 Coen brother
28 Meal prayer
29 Purpose
31 Urbari area
32 Meted (out)
33 Standard of
perfection
34 Rib
36 Prohibits
39 Pub missiles
40 Advanced deg.
42 Hideous
creature
43 Angry dispute
45 Pageboy or
bouffant
46 Coe and
Bannister
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Last issue solved
49' Having the look
of love
50 Address for a
queeri

51 Napoleon's isle
of exile
52 Author Uris

53 Declare openly
55 Octagonal
sign
56 Forceful trend
57 Linemen
58 Snug retreat
61 Fuss

Solution and new puzzles .in next issue's Classifieds

300
Rent to Own Credit
NO Problem
Beautiful 3/2, 1744 sqft home with
wood floors, great room, whole
house emergency generator, splitplan backs ori conservation area,
close to UCFI $259,900. Call
recorded Info 24/7 at 321-281-6543
or go to
www.ButlerSellsHouses.com
FORECLOSURES
Avalon Park
Bristol Lakes 4/3.5, gated, $383,900
1/1 condo, Lakeside VIiiage $143,900
LOTS MOREi Call Joyce today at .
Century 21 Oviedo 407-366-5837

BEST PRICED HOME IN
WATERFORD LAKES $175,000
PLUS $2,000 CLOSING COSTS I
2/1.5 2 STORY 1 CAR GARAGE ALL
APPL. TILE/CARPET, NO REAR
NEIGHBORS, HOME WARRANTY 24
HR. INFO 1-800-695-5953 X3000 OR
JANET DICKINSON/HUNTER REAL
ESTATE SERVICES 407-310-0379

•

Popular condo location about 4 miles
from campus. 2 bedrooms/2 baths,
fireplace, washeridryer, 6 available
from $105,000 to $125,000. Cali
Richard Ritterpusch; RE/MAX 200
Realty 407-808-7987.

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd -porch.
Low condo fees. Dwn pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $114,900
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

Bed_Queen-.Size Pillow Top.
New in plastic! $150!
407-7 45-9443

[[DE

SERVICES

Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427-0067 .
www.topgradetutoring.com

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

campus aoortment-s•
mnart. 'i g.

•

.
,
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•
•

...
•

Find out how thousands of people save-lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regul~ly.· Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious· illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando .321-235-9100
~

$10 Special-New and Return (n~t donated in the last 6 months) ·

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
-vvww.dciplasma.com

.
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2913 Einstein Way I 407.384.7080
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